
CASE STUDY

Industry:

Trucking and logistics

Deployment Scenario:

Kiosk

Platforms:

Business Goal

Scania Go as a mobility solution is focused on offering a seamless transportation 

experience to its logistics workforce as well as the internal employees/visitors by 

allowing them to schedule, manage & monitor their travel between the buildings 

inside Scania compound/area.  Now, the company was searching for a solution 

that would help it manage, secure and track usage of the corporate-owned tab-

lets mounted on Scania vehicles, so they are used with proper restrictions and 

for business purposes only.

Challenges

Scania Go wanted to lock their Android tablets mounted on the company vehi-

cles so the devices are not misused or tampered by anyone. At the same time, 

they wanted to control/disable the hardware button on those devices and 

wanted to remotely monitor the devices and the way data was being used 

through those devices. Overall, securing, monitoring and managing the vehicle 

mounted devices was the major challenge that they wanted to eliminate.

Solution

Scania found Scalefusion as the most apt solution that successfully helped the 

company mitigate all the challenges. Using Scalefusion MDM, Scania could ef-

fectively lock their Android-based corporate-owned tablets mounted on the ve-

hicles used within the company compound. Scania found Scalefusion easy to 

install & they readily started using the app just after the download. Scalefusion 

enabled the company to remotely lock & monitor the tablets along with the vehi-

cles. Additionally, it also allowed for disabling/control of hardware buttons on 

the tablets. Scania could seamlessly create profiles from the dashboard & deploy 

the same on multiple tablets, using Scalefusion. They also leveraged the GPS 

location-tracking feature to track the vehicles in real time.

Key Results

Working with Scalefusion has brought out the following proven results for 

Scania:

• Enhanced transport management

• Improved time efficiency 

• Enhanced scope of device security

• Improved control over device and data usage

About the Company

Based on Mobility-as-a-Service model, Scania Go is a transportation service/app that aims to drive more sustainable and efficient travel between buildings in the Scania 

area. The service is associated with a travel app that helps employees/visitors plan their journey and travel within the Scania compound by shuttle buses, ebikes, comfort 

cars or Scania Job Express. Apart from planning one’s journeys, there are other tasks that employees/visitors can do using Scania such as check upcoming departures 

from bus stations, check real-time vehicle-location update, view Outlook meetings and check latest traffic situations.

Scalefusion helped Scania remotely manage, track and secure their 
fleet of vehicle-mounted devices with complete ease and proficiency.

About Scalefusion

Scalefusion MDM allows organizations to secure & manage endpoints including smartphones, tablets, laptops, rugged 

devices, POS, and digital signages, along with apps and content. It supports the management of Android, iOS, macOS 

and Windows 10 devices and ensures streamlined device management operations with Remote Troubleshooting.
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